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COCKTAIL 
EVANGELISTS

HERE TO SPREAD THE GOOD NEWS ABOUT BOOZE



MISSION
To create delicious, all natural, high 

quality products that are an authentic 
expression of the belief that our 

time together, specifically over fine 
cocktails and mocktails, makes life 

meaningful and centered. 

VALUES

Connection- the belief that we are 
more together than we are apart

Craft- striving to be the best at  
what we do and working every day  

to be better 

Collaboration- ideas that don’t 
exist until everyone is in the room

VISION
To be the top selling craft 
cocktail maker in the US
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MAKE & MUDDLE PRODUCTS ARE MANUFACTURED NEAR ITS  
HEADQUARTERS IN LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY – THE HOME OF ALL THINGS BOURBON.
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The world of craft cocktails is often 
intimidating and overwhelming. Time is 
limited for at-home cocktail enthusiasts as 
well as bar and restaurant professionals. 
In addition, cocktail mixers, as a category, 
struggle with negative consumer 
perception.

• Finding a great recipe can be challenging
• Intimidating ingredients and lots of them
• Labor intensive process with multiple steps 

and complicated ratios
• Lack of knowledge

PROBLEM
Make it simple with Make & Muddle. We are your 
personal mixologists, sourcing the best natural 
ingredients and unique flavor profiles. We create 
complex, sophisticated cocktail mixers that give 
discerning drinkers a fool-proof cocktail making 
experience every time.

SOLUTION
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CURRENT PRODUCT OFFERING
MAKE & MUDDLE
•  Make & Muddle mixers are designed to pair with any spirit, providing superior value to customers.
• Make & Muddle products make delicious non-alcoholic mocktails
• Unopened, shelf life of one year
• Refrigerate once opened

FLAVOR MAP
Fruit Citrus Floral Heat Herbal Baking Spice

7 Syrup X

Honey Lavender Elixir X X

2 Pepper Agave Syrup X X

Spiced Cherry Vanilla Syrup

Strawberry Basil Solution X X

3 Herb Gracious Grapefruit X X

Orange Ginger Cranberry Shrub X X

https://makeandmuddle.com/products-2/


2017 2019 20222018

Make and Muddle  
is founded

Creation of our first  
ready-to-pour mixer

Featured  as a “Buzz 
Brand” by Bartender 

Magazine

Our first cocktail kit  
is released

Co Founder Brent Carter 
steps away, making 

Jennifer the sole owner of 
company

Official Cocktail Sponsor 
for The Kentucky Derby 

Festival
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SALES 
CHANNELS
• Direct to Consumer 
 • Online Sales – 48%
 • Events – 25%
• Wholesale – 27% 
 • On Premise (bar, restaurant, etc.)
 • Retail locations (liquor stores)

READY  
TO EXPAND

OUR GROWTH

We want to take Make & Muddle global, starting with becoming 
the top-of-mind cocktail mixer for consumers and cocktail 
professionals in the U.S.
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2022 Official Cocktail Sponsor for The Kentucky Derby Festival”

SPIRIT TRENDS*
*All trend information is sourced from the 2022 Bacardi Limited Annual Trends Report

Digital drinking
Cocktail enthusiasts continue to 
harness technology to master 
domestic mixology from the 
comfort of their homes with more 
than 65% of consumers in the 
country using an online service to 
purchase alcohol.
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Domestic hedonism 
The pandemic has transformed 
our homes into the focal point 
of our social lives. 40% of U.S. 
consumers are interested in 
make-at-home cocktail kits and 
to-go cocktails. 
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Gustatory thrill-seeking
47% of cocktail drinkers continue 
to explore domestic mixology in 
the post-pandemic world. 3

Experimental aficionados 
20% of customers are now keen to 
explore drinks that weren’t on their 
radar pre-lockdown.41

Luxury libations
50% of bartenders 
globally reporting that their 
customers are drinking more 
premium drinks
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Seeking sustainability 
2022 will see more initiatives 
shaped by a focus on how spirits are 
made, with a vast majority of people 
now willing to pay more for ethically 
sourced regenerative refreshments.
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Consumption reconsidered 
58% globally drinking more non-
alcoholic and low-ABV cocktails (NoLo) 
than a year ago. One-third of people 
in the U.S. and half in the U.K. seeing 
natural ingredients as a factor in their 
cocktail choices.
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HOME COCKTAIL 

•   By the Numbers: adults 30 – 65yrs, skews female, 
middle to upper middle class income, married

•   How their closest friends would describe them: Strong 
sense of discernment regarding the products they 
choose, especially in food & beverage categories. Dine 
out often seeking delicious food and a great cocktail 
menu. Social –Enjoy spending time with family & friends 
more than the average person. An influencer – often 
making recommendations. Frequently the host of the 
party. They take leisure time seriously, believing that life 
is something to savor.

CUSTOMERS?
WHO ARE OUR

ENTHUSIASTS



INDIRECT

DIRECT

RTD canned cocktail companies
 • High Noon  • Cutwater
 • Bombay Gin • Bacardi
Malt Beverage Companies
 • Truly
 • White Claw

RTD Bottled cocktail companies
 • Jose Cuervo
 • Bacardi
Non-Liquid Cocktail Mixers

 • Owl’s Brew-organic tea based cocktail mixers.
 •  Liber & Co-syrups, cordials, and shrubs aimed at the home cocktail crafters
 • Jack Rudy Cocktail Company - tonics, grenadine and bitters.
 • Proof Syrups - small batch cocktail syrups and mixers
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POSITIONING
Make & Muddle offers the confidence that U Can 
Cocktail by promising Flavor, Variety & Ease. 

US: All natural ingredients and 
complex flavor profiles guarantee  
a layered, sophisticated taste. 

THEM: Often the cocktail is either 
too sweet or simply weak in 
flavor. 

COMPETITION 
FOR THE COCKTAIL ENTHUSIAST

US: Flavor Map for product 
selection. Access to countless 
recipes. Consistent results.  
Ship to home.  

THEM: Suffer a time consuming 
process with a long list of 
ingredients or risk not liking the 
RTD you’ve purchased.

US: Every product pairs with 
multiple spirits providing the 
flexibility to experiment and 
create countless cocktail and 
mocktail combinations. 

THEM: Most mixer competitors 
and all RTD’s offer a single 
cocktail flavor per product – 
ie. “Mojito” “Margarita” “Old 
Fashioned”

EASE

VARIETY

FLAVOR
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OUR TEAM OUR  
GOALS

Jennifer Brian
Co Founder & President

Jennifer has spent the last 20 years as an 
entrepreneur in the hospitality industry, first as 

a caterer and then as an event planner. Her 
passion for good food and drink has only grown 
over the years with her travels. Great food and 
cocktails inspire her to challenge herself and 

continue to hone her own abilities.

Erin Fetz  
Marketing & Direct to Consumer Sales

Tom Wilburn  
On Premise Sales

While bar, restaurant and hotel 
revenue is more consistent, 
those dollars are considerably 
more expensive to bring in the 
door. Securing an optimal level of 
on-premise sales and distribution 
requires a large sales force and 
complex logistical systems. Our 
goal is to focus on direct-to-
consumer sales in order to drive 
revenue and brand awareness. 
Both will give us the tools to 
support on-premise efforts.

TO SEE JENNIFER’S  
ON AIR HIGHLIGHT 
REEL

CLICK  
HERE

https://youtu.be/GfBDk7C8qEY
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STRATEGIES
1. Enter Livestream Shopping platforms
 • Long format allows adequate time to discuss our brand promise
 • Live demonstrations remove the mystery and let Jennifer’s on air & stage talents shine
 • Ship to home with returns induces trial

2. Celebrate Occasions
 • Aggressively promote trial in the form of product bundle configurations tailored to a holiday or season
 • Use livestream & social media to demo recipes and invite feedback
 • Follow up to encourage auto delivery and expand drinking occasions

3. Implement “U Can Cocktail” Tools
 •  Create a website environment that invites exploration & trial – Flavor Map, refining recipe search 

options, better integrate Shopify platform
 • Add QR codes to packaging and POS displays to link customers directly to Flavor Map & recipes
 •  Create a mobile application that uses the Flavor Map to assist product selection and to easily access 

recipes via complex filter options

DIRECT TO CONSUMER 

https://youtu.be/GfBDk7C8qEY


502.262.7692

JENNIFER@MAKEANDMUDDLE.COM

WWW.MAKEANDMUDDLE.COM

https://www.facebook.com/makeandmuddle
https://www.instagram.com/make_muddle/

